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THE MODEL. 
Chapter 2, Echo Larmitaj, by Martine Derain
 At the scale of the disaster. 2002/2003
 
With Hassan Darsi, Casablanca, July 2005
Artist, founding member and president of la Source du Lion, created in 1995 in Aïn Se-
baâ district, Casablanca.  After getting his degree at l’Ecole des Beaux-Arts de Mons in 
Belgium, he created the Art Department in Casablanca Art Academy in 1989. He now 
teaches at Moulay Rachid Cultural Centre.

The scale model measures 18 square meters. The lamppost measures 9,3 cm. The 
size of the roundabouts varies, they oscillate between 9 and 11 mm. The lanterns are 
gilded balls of 1 mm, the smallest element of the scale model is on the Himalaya’s 
roundabout. The size of the external walls varies between 1,7 and 3 cm for the train 
wall. The rollers of the basin are between 2 and 3 mm. The length of the kerbs is 8 mm, 
the height 3 mm and the width 2 mm. The height of the trees varies between 5 and 10 
cm. The hexagonal concrete slabs leading to the workshops from the entry of the fun 
fair take the form of a print of pencil: 5 mm. But the question of the scale is not only a 
matter of calculation in millimetres, but also a feeling of coherence between the various 
elements, which together give its true scale…



Garbages - Inventory of the Hermitage park, 2002. 
· Plastic bags (different colors, mostly black) ·  Rubbles ·  Plaster ·  Sand ·  
Coal ·  Tiles ·  Different types of packaging, cardboard, plastic, aluminium… 
(coffee, yogurt, milk, various household products, drinks…) ·  Litters ·  Metal 
sheet ·  Wood waste ·  Bricks ·   Broken bricks ·  Glass ·  Glass bottles ·  Plastic 
and metallic capsules · Leather ·  Pieces of cloth·  Hard plastic ·  Clothes ·  Ci-
garettes butts ·  Sheets ·  Shoes ·  Ropes ·  Iron wires ·  Tires ·  Broken mirrors 
·  Marble ·  Sheep horns ·  Newspapers ·  Caoutchouc ·  Tar ·  Concrete sheets 
·  Animal droppings·  sheep skin ·  Polystyren ·  Caddy ·  Satellite dish ·  Wire 
fence ·  Metals ·  Paint pots ·  Building tools ·  Cement bags ·  Cellophane ·  
Wax ·  Tapes ·  Cardboard ·  Electric wires ·  Paper ·  Tires ·  Radios ·  Electro-
nical parts ·  Iron ·  Different cars components ·  Sewing  thread · Steel wires 
·  Wool · Copper wires · Synthetic resin ·  Human dejection ·





CHAPTER 4: THE REACTION OF THE LION 
In Echo larmitaj. By Martine Derain. 2007
[Transition]

The lion is located in the upper  part of the park,  henceforth  the last refuge for those 
who are homeless, jobless and also for streets children - even if we do not want to call 
them so, these children have neither a father nor a  mother nor a family, said Rachid  
l’Mouddene. This part of the park is encircled by a wire-netting covered with bougain-
villeas bordered from the fun fair side by two permanently closed gates, and by the 
walls of the delegation of Ministry Culture and the communal warehouse of Maârif dis-
trict. A third wall, built in 2004, closes the access from Nador Street side with a small 
opening for pedestrians. The area was left open from the Aude Lane side: building 
companies continued until May 2005 pouring their rubble there. The old lion is made of 
concrete; it was installed in about 1997 in homage to Mohamed Bahi, pan-Arab journa-
list and activist, enthusiastic defender of the marocanness of the Sahara. As time goes 
by, the sculpture was disfigured. During La Passerelle  III, Mohamed Fariji, the third 
founding member of the Source du Lion, Hassan Darsi and Florence Renault-Darsi 
imagine a new art project, an installation integrating the old lion - here, no tabula rasa. 
For the inauguration of the sculpture on July 10, 2004, the walls of the Delegation were 
bleached with lime, and following the instructions of Mr Sajid, Mayor of Casablanca, the 
area was cleared and cleaned in less than a day by tens of workers. Governors, military 
officials and consuls were offered a long guided tour through park... as in an opposite 
movement to that of the scale model?
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Scattering of the lion’s replica.
In collaboration with Mohamed Fariji
Florence Renault Darsi
La source du lion
The guests of the Hermitage’s encounters



THE LION IS DYING… a short history of a developing process 
2003 /2005
By Florence Renault-Darsi. Edition la source du lion 2005 

The lion is dying came into being in 2003, when, during an unplanned visit to the Aïn 
Sebâa zoo in Casablanca, we discovered the extent of a genuine disaster; certainly not 
a new-born one either, but one that already bore the stigmata of ingrained and deep- 
seated complacency. At the time, LasourceduLionwas already active in a no less cata- 
strophic area of town, the Hermitage Park. The idea of a project germinated and a very 
first set of reconnaissance missions were undertaken. Very quickly, driven, one could 
say, by the given circumstances, the project became orientated around the symbolic 
image of the 6 lions of the zoo, incarcerated into 3 cages, each of some 10 m in dia-
meter… the ideal setup for endless pacing in circles. Two complementary approaches 
were chosen; two parallel « collections » set up. The first, « the lion’s collection » was 
a series of diverse objects, all to do with the lion – photographs, songs, little figurines, 
games, products of consumption… The other, « the lion’s journal » was realised with the 
complicity of about 30 persons, who each voluntarily committed themselves to spend 
one hour alone with the lions of the zoo, and to transmit this experience in the form of a 
text, a picture, an illustration, a film… 
In April 2005, the visual or textual material thus collected became the object of the first 
presentation, in the public space, under the generic heading Thelionisdying. The event 
presented the Lion’sCollection along with some videos from the Lion’sjournal, shown in 
a van especially repainted in the colours of a school bus and designed to be a presen- 
tation and meeting space / . The Openingof the project was accompanied by public 
lectures of chapters from the Lion’sjournal and with a performance by Hassan Darsi. 



The  lion’s painting, sketched during the inauguration and continued in public every 
day until its presentation, the Closingday . During the two weeks of the presentation, 
in parallel with Thelion’spaintingand as long as people crossed the action space , the 
project continued: it fed on the contributions everybody made to the lioncollection and 
the productions of the painting studio which was especially open to the public. 
In May 2005, for the PasserelleartistiqueIV1, Thelionisdying‘s van moved to yet another 
location : the Hermitage Park , creating a physical and symbolic bridge between two 
sensitive areas of Casablanca. This shift from a place in a state of revival to another 
one, in decline, attempts, within the same process and by the use of various artistic 
media, to question our way of looking at the realities of the contemporary world and the 
capacity to operate for change. 
One year later, the project is like a puzzle under construction, enriched by a new com-
ponent, Thelion’scostume . Hassan Darsi, facing the issues of presentation of Thelion’s 
collection’s, imagines a mobile ground for the different objects it constitutes. On the 
precut fabric elements, destined to be a costume in the artist’s size, a selection of 
images of the objects in TheLion’scollectionwas transferred. Once completed, the cos-
tume itself became a new object, and by putting it on, the artist becomes the ground for 
his own work. 
Worn during the Dakar Biennial for contemporary art , for a TV programme dedi- cated 
to the contemporary art discourse in Casablanca, and during an exhibition open- ing in 
Gand, the costume, in the manner of a sandwich board, becomes a living and mobile 
testimony for both the project and the situation at the zoo. 
In the autumn of 2007, Thelion’s costume and The lion’scollection landed in Rotterdam, 
in a contemporary art gallery, because if its pedagogical dimension, of a researched 
means of raising awareness and communication around Thelionisdyingis a clearly de-
monstrated motive, the project is no less an art project, open to the multiple strategies 
used in the visual arts field, pertinent in its dimension of access, exchange and trans-
mission, 
whether it is presented to the general public in an open space, or in a space dedicated 
exclusively to art. 

As a consequence of the public actions undertaken in 2005, the Aïn Sebâa zoo has 
been minimally renovated, the dump cleared up, the enclosure walls daubed with a 
layer of pastel clours… 
Nothing conclusive enough to improve the desperate prison-like situation 
of those animals, but a first indication of awareness, and a glance at a future in which 
such actions could lead to real solutions. 
One can only hope… 

Poster 70 / 50 cm. 200 ex.   Book, 25 / 17 cm.1500 exInstallation, lion’s collection
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POLITICAL SPECTRUM 
In «Off des élections». 2007
Print offset. 9 x 5 x 4 cm/ posters : 70 x 35 cm
Exhibitions : Muhka, Antwerpen. Faulkner Galerie, Iowa. Usa. Crac, 
Sète. France
Http://offdeselections.net



FAMILY PORTRAIT Selection

2001/2009

The first « family portrait » was shot in January 2000 in a photography 
studio in popular suburban Casablanca, on the road to El-Jadida. This 
studio was made up of pink velvet and golden wood, red curtains, a 
carpet composed of floral arabesques, a bunch of dusty plastic flowers 
and colourful ties hooked on the wall. Some posters, constituting the 
back of the setting, offered to the client’s preference.
This photography studio is also the only popular place in the area 
to see photographs. These are indeed piled up on the walls, coun-
ters and windows. Back and white, sepia, color photographs, small-
sized, big-sized, wooden frames, engraved, painted, silver and gold 
frames…The setting, as the scenography, changes depending on the 
circumstances, the seasons, the moment to celebrate… The conti-
nuous comings and goings, faces briefly meeting each other in the 
studio.
I’m interested in this « whole », more than photography itself. No mat-
ter who is the photograph. No matter if the photograph of these Ca-
sablanca series uses out of date Russian films bought in the black 
market. No matter if the souk portraits are overwhelmed by the midday 
sun.
No portrait may exist on its own. Every portrait does exist through the 
series and its particular context, and each set of photographs echoes 
the others thanks to a juxtaposition of human stories, different and so-
metimes tragically similar, such as those of souks’ beggars and South-
African families that both bear the aftermath of the Apartheid.



Souk Had Oulad Fraj. Morocco 2005

 Series Had Oulad Fraj. 39 / 26 cm. 16 portraits. Digital print. 2005



 Series Iowa. 41 / 26 cm. Digital print. 2007



Series Schiedam. Holland 2001. 22,5 / 22,5 cm. 
Digital print
Exhibition «Untitled», Muhka. Antwerpen 2007



Family portrait : when the process makes a work of art…
by Florence Renault

The decoration is fixed, the model is registered, and the photographer is ready… Hassan 
Darsi makes himself scarce. But who is this artist who “implements” and is withdrawn 
at the time known as “ultimate” for creation? In the work of Hassan Darsi the process is 
fundamental in making a work of art. The form, the medium and the technique are only 
“subterfuges” for a work whose source is the in intimate, the daily life, the meeting, and 
the exchange… Memories, reminiscences, experiments, concerns, chances, become 
then as many triggering elements, transformed, reversed, moved, handled, until the 
exhaustion of their potentiality, in the process of work and creation.
 
Thus, when he began a series of Portraits of Families in 2001, Hassan Darsi did not 
seek to invent a new form (the subject had largely been used), nor to produce a photo-
graphic work (photography is not his concern). It was rather the meeting renewed with 
the photography studio of the district (a memory of childhood…), which constituted the 
triggering element of a process unceasingly questioned throughout the various series. It 
could simply be about a curious look of an artist on anonymous families, of a serial work 
where in the same decoration, as it happened very kitsch, faces come to be superim-
posed on others. But the approach, though deliberately disturbed by the formal appea-
rance of its plastic result, is much more transparent: what matters most in this work are 
people. Decoration, format, presentation, installation of the objects are only mediums - 
subterfuges, according to the artist - which make it possible to re-visit the meeting and to 
re-invest it. And if the artist is involved, during the time of a meeting and while taking the 
photograph in the intimacy of a family, it is to give both those who look and those who 
are looked at, the size of their city in its most beautiful dimension, human dimension. 

Each stage has its share of risks and constraints, regardless of the format of the pic-
tures which voluntarily differ each time. Thus, if the first experiment  proposes portraits 
in medallions accompanied by a story from the Arabian Nights, split up in as many 
photographs, Casablanca series  offers to the family photography the excessive size of 
posters and the portraits of Cape Town  the intimacy of a Polaroid. The series of Schie-
dam will keep the traces of an approach in experimentation, with the marked look of the 
photographer, accomplice, who gives the shot a fluctuating angle. In Casablanca, the 
process continues with frontal photographs. Appointments and photography of families 
take place in a photography studio of the district, under the lens and the curious look 
of the manager. Starting from Cape Town, the decoration is released on a background; 
already, the artist starts being detached from the subject itself. The portraits of Mali-
nois  will still mark a little more this retreat, and the decoration then takes the shape of 
a “painting” with immaculate wall as background. The series of Souk Had Oulad Frej  
will be a decisive stage (which will be found in the following series, those of le Grand 
Park  and Central Park ). The decoration is then fixed in the chaotic space of Souk, a 
setting in itself, which puts the artist, each Sunday at dawn, in a new configuration of 
tents and displays. The rigour of the process is not possible any more? Anyway! The 
project evolves, and that is not to displease the artist, who finds new openings there. 
One day, while rushing to go to the Souk at three o’clock in the morning (it is necessary 
to rise early to have one’s place in the Souk!) the bunch of flowers is forgotten… The 
first pictures will correct this accident; today, Hassan Darsi fully assumes this missing 
object in the decoration. 

While detached from the artifices (the famous subterfuges!) which constitute each se-
ries, the artist fully takes possession of these small imperfections, and these risks in-
fluence, indeed, the project, give birth to the work in the project, and also quite simply 
give it a body… and a life.



Series Cape Town, 36 / 45 cm x 6. Digital print. 2003



HALF MOON, photos 43 / 29 cm
Digital print. 2005
For Aprior Magazine. Gand, belgium 2006.



HALF MOON, the runner
Video / performance 7 min. 2009
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GOLDEN APPLICATION Selection
By Helen Adkins

One of Hassan Darsi’s ongoing themes since 2001 is concerned with gilding. The idea 
was triggered by his discovery of rolls of golden household wallpaper, 0.45 by 15 me-
ters in an artisan’s shop close to his studio. These self-adhesive rolls were being used 
for precision cut, ornamental decoration in the style of traditional crafts thereby repla-
cing hand-painted gildings.

At first, Darsi collected the cutout leftovers for playful experimentation, and started by 
decorating the walls of his studio with them. He subsequently developed abstract works 
of art, using his golden refuse to create traditionally formatted works on paper. The 
magical quality of the pieces is enhanced by the precious support consisting of Chinese 
rice paper mounted on board. Darsi names his pieces «Chute», which in French is as 
much as «Fall», a pun on the leftover character of the materials in association with the 
rhythmic cascade of golden abstraction falling down through the image.

«Project adrift», exhibition «Lisière et débordements». Villa des arts. Casablanca 2009







LE GRAND NAUFRAGE.
 CAAM. Wood, paint, golden doll. 420 / 360 cm. CAAM, Las Palmas 2008.



Darsi then intervened in the port of Guia de Isora on the Canary Island of Tenerife with 
a piece he has called «Golden Jetty» or «Or d’Afrique» a pun on «Out of Africa» and 
«Gold from Africa». This is the first edition of a series of similar interventions planned 
for seaports around the world. Here, Darsi applied his golden adhesive to the concrete 
blocks of the jetty: the bewitchingly beautiful and geometrically minimalist water-edge 
of the wealthy marina stands out in paradoxical contrast to the brutality of the concrete, 
with associations of coastline protection against warfare or illegal immigration. Despite 
the sea wash, the intervention lasted for some months and the artist produced a se-
ries of photos that capture the warm golden gloss in sharp distinction from the rough 
concrete.



Photos. Digital print on forex. 300 / 224 cm





Video / 12 min. 2008



In 2007, Darsi carried his golden applications into public space by using his adhesive 
rolls on the façade of an uptown commercial art gallery. For the first time, the Galerie 
Venise Cadre in Casablanca was presenting vanguard contemporary art. The initial 
four days for which the installation had been authorized turned into a duration of five 
months. The gallery became «the golden house», a landmark for the town’s taxi-drivers 
and a general subject of conversation for all those who had seen it. The reflections in 
the high-gloss surface of the adhesive paper turned the building into an Impressionist 
painting but also hinted at the extensive use of traditional ornamental gildings. 

FAÇADE DORÉE
Venise Cadre Gallery Casablanca 2007



CHUTES
Studio of Hassan Darsi. Casablanca 2007

CHUTES
Golden adhesive on handmade paper
Venise Cadre Gallery. Casablanca 2007



GOLDEN CHAIR
Plastic chair, golden adhesive.  In exhibition «Façade dorée»,
Venise Cadre Gallery. Casablanca 2007



URBAN CHOREOGRAPHY 
Golden doll, black Logan car. Marrakech 2008.
Non-authorised project



Hassan Darsi works with the displacement between visual perception and our concept 
of worth. His adhesive gildings open up a space for reflection as to material fakeness, 
the contrast between the nature of the gilded object and civilization’s fascination for 
gold. For Darsi, a central issue of his golden applications is the moment of transforma-
tion, encompassing notions of covering up, restoration, and artificial glorification. 

Thessalonica. Point zéro. Non-authorised project by the city. Model 2009



Malines, Belgium. Point zéro. Non-authorised project by the city. Model 2009



GOLDEN WAVES (Selection). Golden silkscreen print and digital print on paper, 120 / 80 cm. 
Limited edition (5 ex.)









TANK,  Video installation
Model  Challenger II. Scale 1/35. Explosifs and gold leaf



Video 05 min 60. 2009
Exploded Tank, series M 60 A1 Patton.

M 60 A1 PATTON
KUWAIT 1991

05   00  00



WISDOM TOOTH. 
Sculpture, 22 / 60 cm. Polyester, gold leaf. Exhibition «Mutations ordinaires». 2009
Photos, digital print on epson paper. 116 / 69 cm.



THE TRAP, Video. 60 seconds. 2009



HASSAN DARSI

113 avenue Mers Sultan. Etage 6
Casablanca. Maroc
darsihassan@yahoo.fr 
lasourcedulion@wanadoo.net.ma 
www.lasourcedulion.org
http://offdeselections.net
00 212 73 62 08 10

Hassan Darsi was born in 1961 in Casablanca. He spent 7 years at the superior school 
of visual art of Mons in Belgium, before coming back to Morocco in 1989, where he  
actually lives and works. The works of Hassan Darsi is strongly influenced by his eve-
ryday life and his environment, through specific work process and the use of different 
artistic medium, to achieve socially involved projects. In 1995 he initiated the project 
«La source du lion». Since 1999 Hassan Darsi elaborated a work based on golden 
adhesive to cover different objects, such as dolls, garden chairs, televisions, tanks, 
teeth, but also public spaces such as the facade of an art gallery in Casablanca, and 
in 2008 the concrete blocks of the Guia de Isora port in Tenerife. In 2001, he started 
his series of «Family portraits» involving inhabitants of seven different cities worldwide, 
photographed in his travelling studio. The project «parc de l’Hermitage» was develop-
ped through reccurent artistic «footbridges» from 2002 to 2008 and targeted his ques-
tionning of cities and public spaces : «Le lion se meurt», «Le passage de la modernité», 
«Le square d’en bas», «Point zéro»… Meanwhile he participated to exhibits worldwide 
in different art centers, museum and biennals : Senegal, South Africa, Lebanon, Spain, 
France, Germany, the United States, Czechoslovakia, Netherlands, Belgium, Morocco.  
His work is present in public and private collections in Morocco and abroad : Museum 
of contemporary art of Antwerp, Gallery MC2A in Bordeaux, Art library of Schiedam in 
Netherlands, the Ministry of Finance in Morocco… Hassan Darsi has presented his 
projects in different lectures and roundtables. 
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2008 

CORPS ET FIGURES DU CORPS
Espace Sgmb. Casablanca

MUTATIONS ORDINAIRES
Galerie L’atelier 21, Casablanca

LISIERE ET DEBORDEMENTS
Curator Florence Renault 
Villa des arts de Casablanca.

EMPATHIE DES PARTIES, AFFINITAS ELECTIVES 
Curators Noelle Tissier, Michel Mont et Gloria Picazo. 
CRAC, Centre régional d’art contemporain de Sète, France.

PORTRAITS DE FAMILLES
Curator Florence Renault
Atelier de la source du lion, Casablanca.

POINT ZERO 
Curator Bisi Silva
2éme. Biennale d’art contemporain de Thessalonique, Grèce.

POINT ZERO 
Festival Songlines. Malines, Belgique

TRAVERSÉE
Curator Brahim Alaoui
Festival Mawazine, Rabat.

REREADING THE FUTURE
Curator T. Tocheva
Triennale d’art contemporain de Prague, Tchéquie.

IN THE DESERT OF MODERNITY
Curator Marion Van Osten
HKW, Maison des Cultures du Monde, Berlin, Allemagne. 

TRAVESIA
Curator Joëlle Busca et Christian Perazone.
CAAM, Centre d’art moderne de Las Palmas, Iles canaries 

OR D’AFRIQUE 
Inervention sur la jetée de Guia de Isora. Tenerife 

Recherche pour le logo du festival Pirinèos Sur.
2010. Huesca, Espagne.



2007

FACADE DORÉE
Curator Aziz Daki
Galerie Venise Cadre, Casablanca. 

RE-ASPORA 
Curator Ken Pratt. 
Galerie Mamashowroom, Rotterdam, Hollande. 

ART CONTEMPORAIN AU MAROC
Curator Kay Wilson et Aziz Daki
Faulconer Gallery, Grinnel Iowa, USA. 

PASSERELLE ARTISTIQUE VI
Curator Florence Renault
Galerie de la fondation Actua, Casablanca. 

SANS TITRE - Zonder Titel
Curators Bart De Baere et Charif Benhelima
Muhka, Musée d’Art Contemporain d’Anvers, Belgique. 

MAKING SENSE IN THE CITY
Curator An Van Dienderen 
Université de Gand, Belgique.  

PHANTOM SCENES IN GLOBAL SOCIETY
Curator Okwi Enwesor
Biacs 2, Biennale internationale d’art contemporain 
de Séville, Espagne. 

COSTUME DE LION
Curator Abdallah Karroum
Biennale internationale d’art contemporain de Dakar, 
Sénégal.

POUPEE DOREE
Curator Ghassan Masri
AIW:A. Beyrouth, Liban. 

100% INVENDU
Performance à La Villa des Arts, Casablanca.

h + m = 10
Curator An Cuelemans
Centre d’art Le Garage, Malines, Belgique. 

THUPELO WORKSHOP
Annexe Galerie Nationale, Cape Town, Afrique du 
Sud

LE PROJET DE LA MAQUETTE. Parc de l’hermi-
tage. Casablanca 2002 / 2003
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2005

2004

2003

2002



CONFERENCES / ROUND TABLES
TERRITOIRES POUR L’ART CONTEMPORAIN, INHA, institut national de l’histoire de 
l’art, Paris. 2008.
IN THE DESERT OF MODERNITY KHW, Maison des Cultures du Monde. Berlin. 2008.
PROJET HERMITAGE, Fondation B.A.D, Rotterdam. 2006.
MAKING SENSE IN THE CITY, Université de Gand. Décembre 2006.
PHANTOM SCENES IN GLOBAL SOCIETY, avec Okwi Enwesor et le groupe Retort. 
Octobre 2006.
SALON DU LIVRE DE TANGER, intervention avec Gilles Clément. Mars 2005.
L’ESTHETIQUE DE L’EXISTENCE, séminaire-atelier, Institut français de Rabat - Ap-
partement 22. Février 2005.
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